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Samuel Fach is the man behind this exuberant EP titled 'Hello Berlin', an intensely colourful and diverse 
release full of imagination and groove. 

The title track 'Hello Berlin' kicks off in full flavour and vitality. Instrumentally rich, the tune is bursting with 
lush sounds, vocal hints and soft pads, which all create an instantly striking and catchy rhythm. 
A beautifully uplifting electric piano synth runs throughout and the occasional static vocal sample entwines a 
driving guitar riff. 

The remix takes the original in an entirely new direction, using only bare hints of the title track, Kotelett & 
Zadak create a tripped out funk explosion, combining an array of colours and sounds. The tune is a bouncy, 
fun-filled endeavour comprising funky guitar elements, a jacking percussion and loosely employed synth 
stabs.  

'First of May' is a tune for those dark nights. It is a magical tail of enchanting chimes and bells emerging 
from a deep  and exotic synth line. A simple and effective piano lead enters in the latter half, and takes you on 
an eerie and surprising journey. 'First of May' provides a truly fresh and exciting new direction for the EP.

Elusive vocal fragments, driving piano synth and an up-beat percussion comprise 'Like a Gin', a track 
effective on any dance-floor. The song retains the same boastful groove running throughout the EP.  

______________________________________________________________________________________

The EP will be available on Vinyl with an exclusive digital release to follow. The digital release will comprise 
two bonus remixes of 'Hello Berlin' and 'First of May'
______________________________________________________________________________________

Edgar Peng brings his own take on the title track 'Hello Berlin', with a wonderful synth heavy track using 
more noticeable elements of the original. The main synth still runs through the remix, but a filter-like effect is 
added creating a sliding, tense lead. Edgar Peng brings a great, punchy remix to the EP and another tune 
suitable for the tireless dance-floor. 

David Jach still retains the exotic feel of Fach's 'First of May' but with added elements he really takes the 
atmosphere in a new and interesting direction.  A wonderfully organic and mysterious track is the perfect way 
to close the release. 

TRACKLIST

A1. Hello Berlin (Original Mix)
A2. Like A Gin (Original Mix)
B1. Hello Berlin (Kotelett & Zadak Rmx)
B2. First Of May (Original Mix)

Digital Bonus 1. Hello Berlin (Edgar Peng Rmx)
Digital Bonus 2. First Of May (David Jach Rmx)
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